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Anything but Average World
 

The darkest parts of ourselves
know us best
And sometimes the greed takes over
And leave others to suffer

Living in a average house
Peering out an average window 
Looking at the anything but average
world
And how corrupted it’s come
I thought theft was a crime
I thought stealing was against the
law
I guess it’s different when it’s the
government
I guess they don’t need permission 
To put a price on our lives
To put a price on seeing tomorrow 

So I peer out thie average window 
Looking at the anything but average
world
And sigh knowing the price of life
inflated like everything else



Inflation Collage



The Truth About inflation

When talking about inflation in the recent times it
is getting to a point of near no return because
prices have been going up so much that people are
struggling to provide for their families. It should
never get to a point to where you have to choose
whether you put gas in your car or feed your kids.
according to “globalpetrolprices.com” it says that
the highest rate of inflation was in june when gas
prices were almost $6 a gallon and an interview
from “npr.org” breaks down the numbers saying
that in june the inflation rate in june was 9.1% and
in july it only went down a little bit with the rate
being 8.5%.

Another serious topic with inflation is the cost of
housing and how the constant rise of pricing is
making it harder for people to buy a home and even
harder to maintain living in one. According to
Forbes.com “Economists at Fannie Mae expect prices
to be, on average, 16% higher in the coming quarter
than they were a year ago. MBA economists also
expect home price gains for the foreseeable future.
They forecast a 9.8% yearly increase for prices in
2022 compared to 2021 and a 2.8% gain in 2023.”-
Riquier, Andrea. This proves that life for people is
getting harder and harder and  if statistics are
right then by time 2023 rolls around then middle
class families will barely have enough money to
survive and lower class families willl be even
more at risk of being evicted from their homes.

The last thing that I feel is really important to
talk about is grocery rates. according to
ers.usda.gov they say “In 2022, all food prices are
predicted to increase between 9.0 and 10.0 percent,
food-at-home prices are predicted to increase
between 10.5 and 11.5 percent, and food-away-from-
home prices are predicted to increase between 6.5
and 7.5 percent.” I find this crazy because seeing how
food is a basic necessity and the prices for all food
is rising is insane when need it to survive. In total I
feel as though there needs to be ways to fix this
sonthe prices of more necessities don’t skyrocket.
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I feel as though I did
this topic because
nobody really talks
about it as a real
problem, when
inflation could be
the death of many
more than we think. 

Seeing it in the news it kinda bothered me
because nobody was doing anything about
it but warning others but what would
warning people do if they have nothing to
prepare for it. I think that inflation should
be talked about more because the fact that
people have to choose between feeding
their family or filling up their car is a
inhumane situation to be in. Eventually the
price of a house is going to look like the
price of a mansion and this is going to lead
to more trouble than we can handle 

Dob: October 16 2005



Artist Statement

I believe that I  used my creativity in my
pieces because of the style of my art. I
explored different ways of art to get my
point across that inflation is no joke

I chose the poem from Audre Lorde "Who
said it was easy" I chose the poem
structure of the poem along with the use
of metaphors and imagery to make my
topic stand out and be shone into a new
light.

My creative submission was a collage and
I chose to make it look like a somewhat
abstract  political cartoon that shows
that inflation is crushing lower class
families .
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